


Prominent in Funchal's skyline, it stands as an exclusive showcase
of the absolute best Madeira island has to o�er. Cra�ed and curated
to host the ultimate indulgence experience.

Tribute 
Cosmopolitan 
Resort



There were many things
to remember and to talk
about. So people were
always discussing about
what was the most beautiful
item of Madeira.
The most important one.

In The Story of
The Palace of Tomorrow
and the Days Before





Mood and 
magnitude

Welcome to a palace in the Atlantic ocean that has much more to o�er than
sumptuousness and grandeur. Here lay all our treasures brought together from
our garden island and from beyond the ocean, waiting to be shared with you.

The Savoy Palace
is a story waiting for yours.

The setting is inspired by this unique time when new artistic currents,
cosmopolitanism and fun came together - the Belle Époque. While the
atmosphere is no less than a magical interpretation of the luxuriant nature
and cultural richness of Madeira island.
A nostalgic mise-en-scène? On the contrary, the real feel is of a timeless
classic hotel with the ultimate indulgence experience.



Designing
sensations

In this story, the Savoy Palace’s ambience is much more than a collection
of elements influenced by the island. The interior design is inspired by the old native
traditions of embroidery, the wickerwork and the Madeira wine, by the ingenious
landscape interventions of the ancient irrigation channels and tunnels, all of it
surrounded by the exuberant Laurissilva forest.

This feast for the senses set in a superior 5-star hotel was 
imagined by one of the most prestigious interior designers in 
the world: Nini Andrade Silva in partnership with RH+ architects.

Every detail is infused with a keen sense of elegance and a unique personality.
The furniture, all the objects and ornaments were created exclusively for
the Palace to harmonize with the light colours, organic shapes and comfortable
materials, bringing this Atlantic fable to life.





Accommodating
your dream

More than a place to stay, we welcome you to a palace to dream in. 
The 352 well-appointed and elegantly furnished rooms and suites 
have areas ranging from 40 to 260 sq. m, characterized by an exclusive and 
refined decor, where quality and detail come to the fore. There is a variety of 
suites, 14 with plunge pools and, of course, 1 presidential suite with 
an indoor/outdoor swimming pool.

All our superior accommodation features an ample balcony opening
to a stunning view over the Atlantic ocean. The opulent Pool Ocean Suites
host a panoramic wraparound balcony with a private plunge pool.

These dreams only need you here to be real.



A Palace
to savour

7 di�erent restaurants, 4 di�erent bars. When you are in a Palace your appetite 
for distinctive tastes and flavours expands significantly. 
Whatever you are up for - sophisticated international cuisine, Mediterranean 
and Atlantic food, light meals, healthy snacks, tasty drinks - be sure you will be 
very well served.

GALÁXIA SKYFOOD 
Above the Palace and over the ocean, a constellation of flavours 
from all around the globe.

PAU DE LUME Restaurant
An authentic and irreverent cuisine, where fire, coal and smoke 
are the main ingredients.

TERREIRO Restaurant
Varied and flavourful gastronomic experiences inspired by local traditions
with a touch of creativity. This is the place where food culture meets emotions.

NIKKEI at Jacarandá
A surprising fusion of ingredients and gastronomical techniques from Japan,
with flavours from around the world.



ORCHIDACEAE Atelier
A delicious gastronomical spread blossoms for your delight.
Open for breakfast and dinner.

HIBISCUS Restaurant
From beginning to end, a fresh and delicious experience committed to satisfy.

ALAMEDA Restaurant
Mediterranean meets the Atlantic, where the tradition of the tables of 
Southern Europe are infused with tropical flavours.

GALÁXIA SKYBAR • SKYPOOL
 
TERREIRO Gastrobar

VIMES Entertainment Bar

LOBBY Lounge & Cigar Club



Immersive
indulgence

At the heart of the Palace there is a stunning spa with
11 treatment rooms and a fitness center.
The Laurea Spa presents to our guests a sensational bouquet
of massages, skin and facial treatments, relaxation programs
and other experiences. Furthermore, the spa features a sauna,
a steam room, a jacuzzi, an ice fountain, sensorial showers,
a halotherapy room, a heated indoor pool, a relaxation room,
a Champagne & Nails Bar and a beauty salon.

A Palace to feel, indeed.





Facilities

Overall facilities

— 24-hour concierge and Room Service
— Rooms for guests with reduced mobility
— Free Wi-Fi available throughtout the hotel
— Private parking
— Laundry and dry-cleaning services
— Conference and Events Centre with multiple facilities
— Grand Ballroom for events

Food & beverages

— 7 restaurants and 4 bars
— Seasonal pop-up gastronomical and drinks experiences

Leisure facilities

— 2 indoor pools
— 3 outdoor pools (with large sundeck)
— 1 outdoor children pool
— Roo�op sundeck
— Sea access

Entertainment

— Dedicated cigar lounge and terrace
— Games room
— Childrens’ playroom 
— Regular entertainment programme
— Library

Wellness

— Extensive spa with 11 treatment rooms, wet and relax areas
— Champagne & Nails bar
— Fitness Centre

Premium Experience

— Exclusive access to a premium lounge for suite guests 
      with roo�op sundeck, infinity pool and jet pool
— Costumized services and unique amenities



reservations.palace@savoysignature.com

https://www.savoysignature.com/savoypalacehotel

Contacts

+351 291 213 000
reservations.palace@savoysignature.com
Avenida do Infante, nº 25 | 9004-542 Funchal
Madeira Island | Portugal
savoysignature.com/savoypalacehotel


